Pacific DeFi
Lite Paper

Problem & Solution

Vision
To become the world’s leading decentralized
crypto asset financing platform

DeFi is complex and not user-friendly for most people. Pacific
DeFi simplifies this process, enabling users from all backgrounds
to start investing in DeFi with ease

Provide secure, transparent, and high-quality
decentralized finance (DeFi) products and tools
for investors

DeFi is still in its nascent stages, with projects usually functioning
on only one blockchain. Pacific DeFi is a multi-chain project,
effectively capturing DeFi demand and market share across popular
blockchains such as Binance Smart Chain, Polygon, Ethereum,
Solana, and Avalanche

Provide secure yield enhancement products for
stablecoins and altcoins, offering users the ability
to earn high risk-adjusted returns

Token

Product Suite

Token Name: Pacific DeFi

Token Symbol: PACIFIC

Token Type: BEP-20

Keeping track of a portfolio and diversifying risk across projects is a
very time consuming process. By using Pacific DeFi, users can
benefit from automatic asset diversification and risk-management,
thereby saving costs and time

Token Utility

Staking and Farming

Users can stake and farm PACIFIC to receive rewards
in PACIFIC

Trading:

Users can swap between tokens via the Swap & Trade
function

High-Yield Vaults

Earn high yields on popular crypto assets such as
BNB, BTCB, ETH, CAKE

Staking:

Stake PACIFIC to receive ecosystem rewards in
PACIFIC

Stablecoin Vaults

Earn high yields on stablecoins such as BUSD, USDT,
USDC and DAI

High Yield Vaults:

Single token staking vaults that rely on vault
aggregation strategies

Users can swap between tokens via the Swap &
Trade function

Lending and Borrowing:

Swap & Trade

Users can earn high yields via lending out their
crypto assets

Buyback & Burns:
Launchpad

Users to gain access to the most promising projects
in DeFi

PACIFIC tokens will continuously be bought back and
burned

Governance & Token
Holder Rights:

Token holders will have the power to vote on key
platform decisions. This includes product creation,
implementation, and strategy

Total Supply: 100,000,000

Tokenomics
5%

Governance

Project Dev/Marketing/Community

15%

5.000.000

Treasury

15.000.000

Submit
proposal

Liquidity Pool
Rewards

30%

30.000.000

5%

Private sale

Roadmap

5%

5.000.000

Free Profit (not revenue):
2% of profit will go to charity wallet.

Development Team

20%

20%

20.000.000

Voting decides whether to
pass the proposal

Proposal
passed

Incubation Partner

5.000.000
Proposal auto execute on
blockchain

Public Presale

20.000.000

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Platform design, protocol
development and initial
token audit

Staking and farming

High-Yield Vaults

Partnership development

Lending capability to increase leverage of
High-Yield Vaults

Completion of IDO

Cross-chain capabilities on
Polygon and Ethereum

Swap & Trade function to buy/sell PACIFIC
directly on the platform

Phase 5

Phase 4

Mobile app release

Pacific DeFi to incubate new projects via a
launchpad with partner-network

